
- Powers under s51 

- “s51” says subject to this constitution, so another section of the Act can prevail s51 

o S51 – some powers (placita, subsections) are concurrent and s109 to resolve any 

inconsistencies – see page 31 of Nutshell for concurrent 

o S51 – some powers are exclusive, such as: 51(xxix) external affairs, s51(vi) defence etc see 

page 31 Nutshell 

o S51(xx) very significant power – “foreign corporations” “trading or financial corporations” 

enables Cth to regulate trading or financial corporation. (Leaves lots of questions 

unanswered) “formed within the limits of the Cth” – this is what gives the states power over 

their own corporations. Cth did not have inherent power over Corporations –they could do 

it only in territories. Corporations power was given to Cth under agreement by states 

o S51 (xxxv) – some states challenged in work choices case and states were unsuccessful 

o Is this power within the CC? When you look into s51, then ask, Is there another part that 

negates the Placitum of s51 – then look at HC cases to see if any section has been 

interpreted and/or overruled. 

- S52 – Exclusive powers of the Cth 

Characterisation……………… 

- Challenges to validity of Cth statutes will require HC to determine whether the relevant statute can 

be said to be a law “with respect to” one that Cth has power to make law 

- The Executive Power…………………. 

o The power comes from Prerogative, Statute and capacities possessed by persons other than 

the Crown 

o Prerogative Power:………… 

 Special dignities, liberties, privileges etc allowed by the common law to the 

sovereign 

- Conventions……………. 

o Necessary b/c Constitutions are misleading 

o Not laws – binding practices………………… 

Model Answer Sample: 

FREEDOM OF RELIGION V S96 GRANT 
 

S116 of the CC prohibits the Cth from establishing any religion. S116 also expressly prohibits the Cth from imposing 

any religious tests and prohibiting the exercise of any religion. However there is nothing in the CC, which would 

prohibit a state from establishing a religion or imposing a religious test on state citizens………………….. 

In Williams v Cth, (which related to a funding agreement between Cth and Scripture Union QLD), Williams argued 
that Cth providing school chaplains was inter alia, contravention of s116. Although Williams won the cases on 2 
separate occasions on other grounds, his argument that Cth’s funding was offending s116 was rejected. The Court 
held that, school Chaplains did not hold office under the Cth……………………………………. 
……………………….. 


